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The Three Little Pigs
Stunned after their mother
is killed in a tragic backalley run-in with Oscar Mayer,
three orphan pig brothers
are abruptly thrust out into
the world on their own. In need

worth his weight in bacon bits would use something more durable. Such as sticks. So Pig 2
builds himself a lovely stick cabin.
Alas, when it comes to building a cabin
by hand, this pig is no Abraham Lincoln (insert
Abra“HAM” pig joke here). The house of sticks is
not exactly what you would call an architectur-

of lodging, they each decide to build their own

al triumph. The Big Bad Wolf shows up for the

house. Because that’s always a fun and rewarding

housewarming party, gets shut outside, and

experience. At least they know enough not to

promptly blows the place to the ground. Pig 2

hire a contractor.

heads for the hills. (As a side note, he is still

Pig 1 steps up to bat first, and, showing all of
the drive and initiative of a disgruntled DMV employee, decides to build his house out of straw.
Not straws. Straw. Probably not up to code.
Undaunted by the rustic accommodations,

battling with his homeowner’s insurance as to
whether this incident qualifies as “wind damage.”)
Pig 1 and Pig 2 make their way over to Pig
3’s place, which he has built out of bricks. Pig 3
is what we call an overachiever. When the wolf

he moves into his new digs. However, having failed

shows up and delivers a Category Five hurricane

to sign up for the neighborhood watch, Pig 1

force blow, the house doesn’t budge. Unde-

soon finds the Big Bad Wolf on his porch asking

terred, the wolf gets the stepladder out of his

to come in for a visit. Proving to at least be bet-

truck and heads for the roof. But by the time

ter at judging character than selecting building

he starts sliding down the chimney, the pigs

materials (or maybe just suspicious that the

have stoked the flames and put their Rachael

wolf could be a Jehovah’s Witness wanting to

Ray Signature Edition Giant Wolf Cooking Pot

chat), the pig promptly says “no way.” The wolf

into the fireplace. The wolf crash-lands into his

responds by huffing, puffing, and blowing the

new personal hot tub and quickly gets served

house down—not exactly a major task in light of

up for dinner.1 As for the pigs, one assumes that

the construction. Pig 1 runs for his life.

two out of three are now living happily ever after.

Pig 2 hears about his brother’s plight, and

And that Pig 3 is about ready to blow someone’s

quickly realizes that building your house out of

oinker off wondering if his stupid brothers are

straw is pretty damn stupid. Obviously any hog

ever going to move out.

1 Actually, while most folks assume that the pigs ate the wolf, rumors persist that he actually survived and went on to eat Little
Red Riding Hood and her grandmother. According to the National Enquirer, he recently was seen at a Burger King in Kalamazoo,
Michigan, riding in a blue van being driven by Elvis. He’s also rumored to be working on a new autobiography with O.J. Simpson’s
ghostwriter titled If I Ate Them, Here’s How They Tasted.
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The Fox and the Hound
Tod and Copper. A bromance between a fox
and a dog. Sure, why not?
Our story begins when Tod the fox gets
adopted by a crazy old lady whose vision is so bad
that she can’t tell the difference between a fox
and a puppy. (She also doesn’t know how to spell
Todd.) She lives next door to a mountain man
named Amos Slade, which makes him sound like he
should either be a rock star or a Supreme Court
Justice. Justice Slade has an old-fart tracking dog
named Chief, whose nose has deteriorated to the
point that pretty much the only smell he can track
is farts. (It wasn’t me. Honest.) Slade decides it’s
time for a canine upgrade, and picks out a new
hound dog puppy named Copper.
Shortly after Copper’s arrival, Tod wanders
next door to say hello. The two of them hit it off,
and only later does Copper find out that his job,
his only job, is to hunt for Tod. Oops. Next time,
read the contract more carefully.
A few days later, Slade notices Tod swinging
by for a play date, and sets his tracking team off
to catch him some fox. To his own dismay, Copper
corners Tod almost immediately. He tries to let his
buddy go, but Chief inconveniently chooses this
moment to be the first time in years for his nose
to actually work and picks up Tod’s trail himself.
Of course, smelling is one thing, chasing is
another. While Chief is in hot pursuit, he wipes out,
breaks his leg, and maybe dies. Depends on whose
version you’re reading. (Well, that and the fact
that at Chief’s geezer-dog energy levels, “dead”
and “not dead” look basically the same.)
In just a small overreaction, Copper then
blames Tod for everything bad that ever happened

to Chief. Copper and Slade set off to kick Tod’s
ass, forcing the old lady to move Tod into a
protected game preserve. That works—for about
five minutes. Then Tod again finds himself on the
run from a Slade and Copper poaching expedition. Security at this game preserve . . . not too
impressive.
Equally unimpressive, however, are Slade and
Copper’s stealth hunting skills. First, their sneak
attack attracts the attention of a nearby bear.
Then, as the grizzly starts mauling Copper, Slade
the Hunting Wizard catches himself in one of his
Tod Traps. (Copper seriously might want to get
on LinkedIn and start looking for a more talented employer.) While Slade is trying to find the
release button, Tod the Adolescent Fox emerges
from the weeds and saves the day by opening
up a can of Whoop-Ass on the fully grown bear
in one of your more plausible fight matchups.
Tod is rewarded for his heroism when an
injured Slade comes up and tries to shoot him
anyway. Copper, however, is not going to have it.
He stands over Tod’s injured body to take the
bullet, Secret Service style. Slade, of course, just
blows Copper away, figuring he can buy himself
a new dog once the damn fox is out of the picture. Okay, not really. Slade doesn’t shoot, and
Copper drags the old man home so the wacky
old lady next door can nurse him back to health.
Knowing that his friendship with Copper can’t
continue (except maybe as an NBC sitcom), Tod
stays behind in the game preserve and shacks
up with a new lady friend. They probably have a
kid named Chadd just to even up the d’s.
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Paul Bunyan Suffering From
Really Huge Bunions

Hare Named Winner After
Tortoise Fails Post-Race
Drug Test

United Airlines Clarifies: She’ll Be Comin’ Round the
Mountain About 45 Minutes Late
Court News:

Young Boy Changes Name
A local 12-year-old boy is learning a new signature today after successfully petitioning
the Superior Court to change his name. Formerly known as Jack Sprat, Jr., the boy snuck
away from his famously skinny father just long enough to file the request to change his
name to Jack Sproccoli. Asked by Judge Stewart McDougal why he wanted to do so, the boy
pointed out that now “Jack Sproccoli” will “eat no broccoli.”
In a separate petition, “Rumpelstiltskin Jones” changed his name to “Dave Jones.”

Third Little Piggy’s
Requests for Roast
Beef Causing Tension
with Steers in Barnyard

Little Red Hen
Outsources Bread Making
Operation to China

Farmer in the Dell Returns Wife He Took
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